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A B S T R A C T

Traditional emergency management studies have made resource allocation decisions to serve the
current emergency without knowing which future emergency will be occurring. Different ordered
combinations of emergencies result in different performance outcomes. Even though future
events can be anticipated, previous studies follow an assumption that events over a time interval
are independent. This study follows an assumption that events are interdependent, because speed
reduction and rubbernecking due to an initial incident provoke secondary incidents on freeways
and the resource availability depends on service times of each request. The misconception that
secondary incidents are not common has resulted in overlooking a look-ahead concept. This
study is the pioneer in relaxing the structural assumptions of independency during the assign-
ment of servers and approaching the challenge from an operational perspective, online optimi-
zation. The main objective is to minimize the time needed to respond to a sequence of requests.
We introduce online dispatching strategies with visualization applied in different network sizes,
number of requests, and service times to provide insights on model behavior and solution quality.
The experimental evidence indicates that the algorithm works well in practice. We envision a
new era in which an optimal resource allocation adapts to external events effectively and an-
ticipates the future learning from the past to produce effective solutions.

1. Introduction

The benefits and challenges offered by the resilience and vulnerability concept for disruption has grown considerably in recent
years (Reggiani et al., 2015). Even a small failure in a node or link can still produce high connective reliability and large negative
socio-economic impacts (Taylor and Susilawati, 2012). We can greatly reduce fatalities and injuries with efficient emergency pre-
paredness and response. We need an efficient algorithm for responders to arrive at a series of emergency scenes as soon as possible.
However, most of state-wide emergency management agencies depend on their own experience for making response decisions, due to
lack of equipment required for coordination between emergency resources on the network and absence of archived database with
time dependent arrival and clearance of emergency resources. It is encouraged for emergency dispatchers to take advantage of new
technologies such as cell phone application and global positioning system (Robinson and Khattak, 2011).

A typical ambulance is an emergency vehicle to transport sick or injured people to hospital. Another type of emergency vehicle on
urban freeways put extra efforts on clearing the incident from the scene. In addition to providing an urgent medical care to the
patient, a prompt arrival of a freeway emergency vehicle is critical. Most of all, freeway emergency vehicles carry vehicle relocation
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equipment, chainsaws, clearing equipment, and a multitude of warning devices to remove incident-involved vehicles from the
roadway. The general goal of current operation is to minimize the response time to the scene by any vehicle. However, police units
that had been dispatched earlier need to wait until available emergency vehicles arrive to start the clearing process. An emergency
response has an impact on the efficiency of clearance operation, and the savings of travel delay and excessive fuel consumption of
hundreds of road users. Furthermore, emergency equipment such as programmable message board protects police, responders, in-
vestigators, and patients. The equipment provides specific directions to motorists approaching from upstream for emergency re-
sponders to clear the scene safely with less conflict.

To serve a current emergency request, dispatchers have to decide knowing which request will be occurring in the future. One might
assign a vehicle near the expected location of an emergency (Daneshgar et al., 2013; Gendreau et al., 2001). These conventional
models assume that a given number of independent events occur over a certain time interval at expected locations. However, that
expected location might have an emergency request after requests at other locations. In reality, we have different orders in which the
emergencies occur, and dispatching action is processed at a time before next emergency occurs. It is unreasonable to assume that
different orders share the same solution. Non-uniformly distributed requests on a transportation network are more likely to have
different orders that lead to different solutions of the series. Ignoring the sequence might miss out a critical location and prepare for a
completely wrong location. Major shortcomings become obvious when they are not able to meet the standard service requests by
Emergency Medical Services Act of 1973 (Mirchandani and Odoni, 1979).

The property explained above motivates us to see this problem from a different perspective, that is, online optimization (Albers,
2003). In this study, we receive a sequence of emergency calls and perform an immediate action in response to each request, without
having the entire information of future. The online dispatching model computes a solution one-by-one in an online fashion, while
minimizing the overall response time of emergency vehicles. The flexible dispatching model uses real-time updated information to
consider reassigning an emergency response vehicle to a new emergency if the vehicle has not arrived at the previous one yet. Our
model minimizes the response time to the next request while making it as close to the optimal response as possible. Without knowing
everything about the future, the online algorithm may turn out not to be optimal, but we also consider the quality of decision that is
compared against an adversary on a worst-case input.

In our dispatching problem, some independent emergencies occur at unpredictable locations at unpredictable times. However, it
is unrealistic to assume that we know absolutely nothing about the distribution of the emergency sequence and server availability.
Some interdependent emergencies on freeway networks (i.e., primary-secondary incidents by Khattak et al. (2009), Vlahogianni et al.
(2010), Imprialou et al. (2014), Park and Haghani (2016a), Yang et al. (2013, 2014b,a)), Pugh and Park (2019) make the system
stochastic through a sequence of incidents. The emergency system evolves from one time-stage to another in such a way that chance
elements are involved in progressing from one state to the next. The service time for the current request may change the server
availability for the future request. Our practical online model has a look-ahead contingent on past emergency in making current
decision of which vehicle to assign under future available emergency vehicles. We characterize uncertainty of future emergencies
conditioned on information of currently available emergencies with following accomplishments:

• An online dispatching policy is introduced to minimize the time needed to respond to a sequence of emergency requests.
• Network dependency is calculated by characterizing uncertainty in partial probability distribution of secondary incidents and

duration of each incident, conditioned on current emergency and real-time traffic information.
• The lookahead online algorithm is compared with other dispatching policies in a case study with visualization and in different

network-wide event distributions.
• The lookahead-online dispatching is extended to consider server availability and generalized in different network sizes, number of

requests, and serving times to provide insights on model behavior and solution quality.

In Section 2, the limitation of previous studies presents the urgency with which a new approach is needed. Online dispatching
strategies with lookahead are introduced in Section 3, compared to benchmarks in Section 4, applied to a case study in Section 5, and
highlighted in an extensive scenario analysis in Section 6. The lookahead model is further extended to consider the server availability
and a performance testing is conducted in Section 7. Conclusion and future researches are discussed in Section 8.

2. Literature review

Decades of emergency resource allocation studies are categorized in Table 1. Previous studies have focused on numbers, locations,
types and capacities of ambulances and stations. Most studies were based on set covering models that position the least number of
facilities needed to cover all points of demand (Toregas et al., 1971; Church and Revelle, 1974). Double standard coverage model
seeked to find a location to maximize the population covered within a prescribed time (Gendreau et al., 1997; Doerner et al., 2005;
Laporte et al., 2009; Su et al., 2015). An explicit formulation was proposed to consider unavailable resources (Daskin, 1983).

On the other hand, probabilistic or stochastic formulation overcomed the limitations of deterministic models (Beraldi and Bruni,
2009). P-Median models involved location of facilities to minimize the total weighted distance of serving all demand (Hakimi, 1964;
Mirchandani and Odoni, 1979; Revelle and Hogan, 1989). P-Center models were equivalent to covering a given area in the plane
having p-identical circles where facilities are located at the centers of these circles (Hakimi, 1964; Suzuki and Drezner, 1996). An
upper bound was imposed on the probability that a call on demand point does not receive immediate service (Ball and Lin, 1993). To
incorporate the busy probability, queuing-based models considered customers waiting for service in congested systems (Larson,
1974). A spatial queuing model considered spatial and temporal demand characteristics such as the probability that a server is not
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available when required (Geroliminis et al., 2009).
When taking service coverage concern, the server relocation was needed (Nair and Miller-Hooks, 2009; Rajagopalan et al., 2008).

In a dynamic setting, the ambulance location problem was treated as the maximum expected coverage location problem with time-
variant travel times and changing fleet sizes (Schmid and Doerner, 2010). Dynamic relocation models pre-computed solutions in
anticipation of events in the future stages (Gendreau et al., 2001; Maxwell et al., 2010; Maxwell et al., 2014; Jagtenberg et al., 2015).
Markov decision processes were used on dynamic relocation of service units in early works (Berman, 1981a,b) extended further
(Andersson and Varbrand, 2006; Alanis et al., 2013; Zhang, 2010).

Various simulation tools were used to perform a cost effectiveness analysis of emergency ambulance services (Savas, 1969).
Hypercube queuing model was used to incorporate theoretical queuing theory results and simulation as a tool in the dispatching
police patrol cars (Larson, 1974) and deploying ambulances (Brandeau, 1986).

The covering issue has a wide variety of applications in the real world. For example, we can find the covering concepts in
problems arising in disaster logistics (Altay and Green, 2006). Vehicle routing problem have been widely used in disaster logistics
(Akbari and Salman, 2017; Rivera et al., 2016).

Relatively a few studies were proposed in dispatching ambulances with the uncertainty in response times (Daskin and Haghani,
1984) or available real-time information (Haghani et al., 2004; Daneshgar et al., 2013). Most dispatching studies address the problem
of where and when ambulances should be located. Yang et al. (2005) considered online dispatching and re-routing to minimize the
response time. Integrated relocation and dispatching decisions were proposed (Gendreau et al., 2001; Toro-Díaz et al., 2013). While
previous adaptive routing algorithms (Gao and Chabini, 2006; Gao et al., 2010) is based on realized link travel time and current time
in stochastic time-dependent networks and travelers’ choices, the propose model’s main decision is a vehicle allocation decision while

Table 1
Ambulance versus freeway emergency service studies.

Emergency Location and relocation problem Dispatching problem

Ambulance 1. Static
(1) Set covering

• Toregas et al. (1971)

• Church and Revelle (1974)
(2) Double coverage

• Gendreau et al. (1997)

• Doerner et al. (2005)

• Laporte et al. (2009)

• Su et al. (2015)
(3) Explicit busy function

• Daskin (1983)
2. Probabilistic, stochastic

(1) P-Median, center

• Beraldi and Bruni (2009)

• Hakimi (1964)

• Mirchandani and Odoni (1979)

• Revelle and Hogan (1989)

• Suzuki and Drezner (1996)

• Ball and Lin (1993)
(2) Queuing model

• Larson (1974)

• Geroliminis et al. (2009)
3. Multi-period, dynamic

(1) Coverage

• Nair and Miller-Hooks (2009)

• Rajagopalan et al. (2008)
(2) Anticipatory

• Schmid and Doerner (2010)

• Gendreau et al. (2001)

• Maxwell et al. (2010)

• Maxwell et al. (2014)

• Jagtenberg et al. (2015)
(3) Markov

• Berman (1981a,b)

• Andersson and Varbrand (2006)

• Alanis et al. (2013)

• Zhang (2010)

1. Offline, static

• Daskin and Haghani (1984)

• Daneshgar et al. (2013)

• Yue et al. (2012)

• Gendreau et al. (2001)

• Toro-Díaz et al. (2013)

• Andersson and Värbrand (2007)
2. Online, dynamic

• Haghani et al. (2004)

• Yang et al. (2005)

• Schmid and Doerner (2010)

• Jagtenberg et al. (2015)

• Schmid (2012)

Disaster Covering, routing
logistics Altay and Green (2006), Akbari and Salman (2017), Rivera et al. (2016)

Freeway service vehicle Single-period, stochastic Online, anticipatory, busy server

• Yin (2006), Yin (2008) • Current paper
Multi-period, stochastic

• Park et al. (2016b)
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assuming each assigned vehicle will follow shortest-path algorithm to the destination.
A prescribed time frame was set to cause the smallest preparedness degradation (Andersson and Värbrand, 2007). Offline dis-

patching algorithms were used (Yue et al., 2012) as an upper bound on the possible performance of relocation model. Approximate
dynamic programming (ADP) was used in solving dynamic ambulance relocation and dispatching (Jagtenberg et al., 2015; Schmid,
2012). Compared to single-period emergency service allocation model (Yin, 2006, 2008), multi-period model was recently developed
(Park et al., 2016b). The authors assumed that the closest emergency vehicles are dispatched to incident in the future stages to decide
the location decision in the current stage. A stochastic solution was proposed to this problem by characterizing uncertainty using
probability distributions.

In ADP, a distribution of all future incident occurrences is assumed to be known. For example, incidents occur in a Poisson manner
with known rates (Mirchandani and Odoni, 1979). However, all freeway emergencies are not independent, and cannot be assumed to
be known, because predicting duration of future predicted incidents will require prediction of network traffic condition (Park et al.,
2016a). Even though fictitious play is ”belief based”, it is also myopic. Approximating this predicted information will greatly reduce
the accuracy of the solution. The choice of scenarios in an approximation model requires data that may not be readily available, and it
may fail to capture important real-world emergency scenarios on freeway. In addition, compared to relocation decisions that can be
made once servers finish their job, the calculation time of online dispatching decisions is highly limited to save lives.

In this study, we capture the configuration of dispatching from the past sequence to lookahead in short time stages, to be as close
as the best solution (i.e., that is fairly fast), rather than approximating the far future. As a comparison purpose, one of the most
frequent method, Poisson model (Daneshgar et al., 2013) is used with the objective of minimizing expected response times.

On making a sequence of decisions under unexpected events, online algorithms have been extensively studied (Albers, 2003).
However, a criterion of no-information about the future input is often too pessimistic. It does not involve full computation of optimal
strategies. More importantly, it is not learning the “true model” considering how other decisions would actually influence on payoffs.
Compared to the scheduling problem, we have to make good decisions that are irrevocable along the way. By following the Highway
Capacity Manual, the total delay caused by secondary incidents has been underestimated (Park and Haghani, 2016b). The mis-
conception that secondary incidents are not common has resulted in overlooking a look-ahead concept.

Compared to previous studies, we consider the stochastic nature of event occurrences, duration of emergencies, and busy time of
emergency vehicles, with achieved historical traffic characteristics. In a rolling horizon, we make new decisions based on updated
distributions every time a request arrives. We focus on online dispatching decision, but relocation decisions can be made in parallel
(e.g., multistage stochastic optimization by Park et al. (2016b)). However, the trade-off between dispatching and relocation is left for
future research. In the next section, dispatching the closest idle vehicle to an emergency call is not always the optimal policy is
presented.

3. Online optimization with lookahead

Under introduced assumptions, a brief example illustrates the general concept of an online optimization. We introduce a dynamic
model under real-time framework and enhance its performance.

3.1. Assumption

The following assumptions are made in the development of the model:

1. This study deals with a type of emergency vehicles on freeways. e.g., CHART (Coordinated Highways Action Response Teams).
The emergency vehicles are equipped with a basic first-aid equipment kit for urgent care. The transporting patients to nearby
hospitals are mostly done by ambulances. We mainly focus on major emergencies with well-equipped vehicles that provide a rapid
removal of incident-involved vehicles from the travel lanes. Major incidents are less likely to occur concurrently over a short time
period. Instead, for minor incidents, different types and a smaller number of emergency vehicles can provide service for gas, tire
change, and hot shot. Based on incident data used in this study, it takes an average of 19.8 min to clear an emergency and 1.9 min
to clear a minor incident.

2. We focus on freeway emergencies in a symmetrical metrical task system (Bansal et al., 2010). Each link of the network is assumed
to have a fixed speed equivalent to 70% of the free-flow speed on that link for the following reason: On one hand, most parts of
United States and Canada enforce the move over laws that require motorists to move to the farthest roadside and stop, until the
emergency vehicle has passed the vicinity. We consider freeway networks that have enough space on right lane/shoulder to be less
likely to be influenced by severe traffic congestions. On the other hand, emergency vehicles still expect delays waiting for other
traveling vehicles to become aware of their presence and yield.

3. The future emergency response based on available emergency vehicles and probability of each emergency conditionally depends
on the current traffic and emergency condition. With sufficiently many ambulances, at least one ambulance is idle whenever an
incident occurs.

4. Compared to ambulances staying in depots or hospitals, freeway emergency vehicles stay nearby exits. Exits are treated as nodes
as the potential location of an emergency request.
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3.2. Problem statement

Most of the freeway operations are not based on the decision model, but mostly based on the experience of the dispatcher with
position and status of all resources (e.g., vehicle and manpower) available, and they pick on the closest one. The proposed model in
this study considers the existing dependencies between incidents at different locations on freeway exits are presented in Fig. 1.

The characteristic in Fig. 1 supports the proposed model in this study compared to the assumption of independent and identically
distributed distribution used in the previous study (Mirchandani and Odoni, 1979).

The k-server problem was first posed (Manasse et al., 1990) as a special case of the online metrical task systems. Let =G V E d( , , )
be a complete graph, where V is a set of vertices on which incident may occur and =E x y x y V{ , | , } is a set of edges. To serve a
request at y, a corresponding algorithm moves a server to y when the requested point is not served. When the algorithm moves a
server from a location x to y, there incurs a cost (µ E G: ) equal to travel time between x and y in G. Our objective is to find the
minimum cost function that is non-negative satisfying reflexivity and the triangle inequality.

> = =
+

µ x y x y µ x y x y
µ x z µ x y µ y z

( , ) 0( ), ( , ) 0( )
( , ) ( , ) ( , ) (1)

Fig. 2 illustrates how the online algorithm works on the k-server problem. Emergency vehicles (k-mobile servers) residing in some
vertices of the graph move from a point to a different point in a network (metric service). The algorithm receives a sequence of
emergency requests, in which each incident is on a point in the metric space.

Consider a 2-server problem on three points x y, , and z. A total of n ( = 5) incidents are predicted during a fixed time-period.
Emergency requests arrive for the point z followed by a long sequence of requests for the points x and y, alternating between them

Fig. 1. The existing interdependency structure (percentage) between primary incidents (vertical line) and secondary incidents (horizontal line) at
different locations on freeways (Park et al., 2018b).
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( = r r r r r, , , ,z x y x y). An online algorithm decides first which of the two servers should be moved to z. The initial location is x and z,
therefore we do not need a cost for the first request.

A potential algorithm is the nearest-neighbor (GREEDY) algorithm that has been popular in most previous vehicle dispatching
strategies. It has an immediate benefit of minimizing the cost of moving a vehicle to the emergency request. First, GREEDY assigns one
of its two vehicles at z. Then all future requests will be served by the same vehicle moving back and forth between x and y. In other
words, even when there is only one candidate emergency request on the network, GREEDY fails to serve this request (e.g., when an
online server is far away).

On the other hand, an optimal offline algorithm (OPT) will know that such a choice is not optimal in a long run. The request is
satisfied by OPT that moves the server from z to x or y after the first request is served. Then it is easy to demonstrate that GREEDY does
poorly (Cost = 8) compared to OPT (Cost = 4).

3.3. Model framework

Fig. 3 shows the framework of the real-time dispatching system. In this study, we provide an assistant for making assignment
decision of emergency response during morning operations. Unlike traditional approaches, vehicles do not have to return to their
permanent or temporary stations, because the plan is re-generated in the next time. Emergency vehicles wait at their last stop until
they receive the next order from the dispatcher. In this study, we incorporated the reassignment strategy (Yang et al., 2005) in the
online framework with updated real-time information. If next emergency occurs before previous emergency vehicle arrives at the
destination, we re-run the model with shifted sequences and choose a better solution. Estimated probability of secondary incident is
used to look into the future.

As previous study suggested for real-time dispatching operations (Haghani et al., 2004), the proposed model is applied when the Q
dispatched vehicle arrives faster than the next call +Q 1. However, rarely, there is a case when the next call +Q 1 arrives before the
Q dispatched vehicle arrives (Haghani et al., 2004). In this case, the Q dispatching vehicle could be rerouted to +Q 1, and another
dispatching vehicle close to Q may respond to minimize total cost. The real-time traffic information is updated upon a new request
arrives, so shortest-path finding is re-calculated.

There can be various relocation strategies depending on agency’s capabilities (Park et al., 2016b). One strategy could be running
relocation model parallel with dispatching model. If there is no relocation for Q request, the feasibility of the relocation between

+Q 1 and +Q 2 requests can be tested. Training emergency vehicle drivers needs to be followed. Another strategy could be a
periodic relocation of emergency vehicles to optimal locations. Without consideration of sequence, unnecessary relocation may cause

Fig. 2. The k-server problem.
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more delay in responding to an emergency as presented in a case study in Section 5.1. Therefore, frequently relocating vehicles is not
required. This paper focuses on the online dispatching with lookahead and busy server. The integration of dispatching and relocation
may cause a significant complexity and efficient solution search algorithms will need to be followed for a real-time implementation.

As Mirchandani and Odoni (1979) assumed, an incident is served by the optimal available unit. If all units are unavailable, or
severe emergency needs extra personnel, a unit from outside the system (e.g., depot backup) can be dispatched.

3.4. Work function algorithm with look-ahead

In this study, problem differs from the traditional ambulance problem in three ways. First, in the k-server problem requests do not
overlap in time. Second, servers await their next move at the location of their last request, whereas ambulances return to their home
base. Third, there is no response time threshold in the k-server problem.

We value on both past and near future events in a limited horizon to make a current dispatching decision in a reasonable time. In
contrast to offline approaches, online dispatching algorithms face limited computational time, thus often capture only a limited
horizon neglecting later future events. In freeway dispatching problem, the randomness of the order of requests cause the difficulty in
accurately predicting far future events. There is no pre-calculated or trained decision as we can find ambulance studies using ADP
because it will take too long time to calculate the online decision. A curse of dimensionality occurs in approximating the future
performance value due to the estimation of incident distribution process derived from predicted travel time and predicted incident
duration from the current incident clearance process.

Most ambulance providers as well as researchers have focused on minimizing the fraction of arrivals later than a certain threshold

Fig. 3. Real-time emergency dispatching framework.
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time. The purpose of prioritizing patients is to increase patient survival probabilities. However, the fraction of late arrivals policy
significantly increases the average response time of emergency vehicles (Jagtenberg et al. (2015) presented 37% for this problem
instance). The main idea is to allow increased response times for the non-urgent patients, such that shorter response times can be
realized for the urgent patients.

In contrast, the increases in average response time of freeway emergency vehicles will increase significant delays on road users.
Some response vehicles are designated only for emergencies and wait until next request arrives after finishing their job. For non-
emergencies (e.g., disabled vehicles), vehicles are dispatched from their depot. We focus on responding to emergencies by dis-
patching emergency vehicles from emergency location to another.

Poor performance of GREEDY stems from an approach that is too conservative when it fails to capture a particular region of the
network with a lot of requests (non-uniform). It would be profitable to move more vehicles nearer to this region. We propose Work
Function Algorithm (WFA) to remedy the forgetfulness of GREEDY by taking the past request points into account while determining the
next assignment. This will help the models decide as close to OPT as possible. Furthermore, we improve the WFA by taking future
information into account. We propose lookahead WFA (L-WFA) to find server which satisfies:

= + +
=

+s w s u s sargmin ( ( ) ( , ) ( , ))
. . , { }

s t t

(2)

The first and second term constitute WFA. Looking at the sequence until now, we determine the configuration that the algorithm
would be in after servicing the sequence. Let = …r r r, , , t1 2 be an emergency request sequence. To serve the emergency request rt with
the lowest cost, the work function w s( )t is defined for each set s in which is called a configuration. The value w s( )t is the optimal cost
that switches possible locations of an emergency vehicle starting from s0, serving in turn, …r r r, , , t1 2 , and ending up in s. Let u s s( , )t be
the response time of an emergency vehicle from st to s at time +t 1. The objective is to calculate the minimum of the sum of w s( )t and
u s s( , )t . WFA computes the solution incrementally by generalizing dynamic programming.

The first part of the sum minimized by WFA is the total response time ending at configuration s, and the second part is the simple
greedy decision where the goal is to minimize the response time between stages. For example, with two available emergency vehicles,
we have the sum +w s u s s( ) ( , )t t1 1 for the first emergency vehicle, which is, essentially, the result obtained by using the first emer-
gency vehicle. For the second emergency vehicle, we have sum +w s u s s( ) ( , )t t2 2 , and the emergency vehicle with the lower sum is
chosen. The idea of WFA is that even if u s s u s s( , ) ( , )t t1 2 , that is, say if the first emergency vehicle is closer, w s( )t 1 might be much
larger than w s( )t 2 , i.e. according to OPT the configuration. s1 arrived at after using the first emergency vehicle to current request
requires more work than the configuration s2 arrived at after using the second emergency vehicle, in which case the second emer-
gency vehicle is chosen.

The third part lookahead a short-term future with an expected response time. The expected value is estimated by P u . The
particular class of incident distributions contains the conditional probability =Pr x( | )D, , of a secondary incident at location
occurring after incident sequence , incident severity , and environmental and traffic information . The class contains conditional
probability of incidents Pr x( | )D, , at locations other than . Under two visions V ( ) and V ( ), we choose one with better
solution.

Note that the constraint enforces only available server s C in which duration of current server configuration dst should be less
than interval of emergency occurrences . The expected duration of an incident =D x( , , | ) at location occurring after incident
sequence , incident severity , and environmental and traffic information . If an incident duration is longer than , the emergency
vehicle will be busy serving for previous emergency at i, therefore cannot be dispatched in the next stage. In this study, the incident
duration model (Park et al., 2016a) and the secondary incident model (Park and Haghani, 2016a) are used to predict the status of the
configuration in the next stage. To support the proposed model, the characteristics of distribution of correlation between incidents is
presented based on historical data and real-time updates.

Most of the operation centers on freeways have allocation strategies independent from other centers. For example, the traffic
operation center 4 (TOC-4) is in charge of freeway I-695 in Maryland. The TOC-7 for I-495 in the south doesn’t allocate their
resources to I-695 when TOC-4 has an unavailable unit. Therefore, we focus on controlling one corridor. Future research can propose
coordinated efforts between different TOCs then their patrol boundary overlaps. However, this is not the case in this study.

4. Strategic benchmarking

We apply the proposed online algorithm on I-695/MD-695 on which a high frequency of emergencies is present over 51 miles. An
average of eight incidents occurred during the morning peak-hour (5:30–9:00AM) on weekdays from October 2012 to September
2013. Secondary incidents, within temporal and spatial impact of primary incidents, occurred once every two days. After detection of
an incident, we use updated real-time traffic information in predicting likelihood of secondary incidents (Park and Haghani, 2016a)
at potential locations of freeways. Based on incident locations, we matched the travel speed of probe vehicles information, which was
provided by Center for Advanced Transportation Technology Laboratory at the University of Maryland. All algorithms in this study
compute the solution of each request in 10 s and react in real-time (written in C++ programming language).

We introduce other strategies that can be applied to online dispatching on a transportation network and evaluate their perfor-
mance.
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4.1. Reference strategies

It is worthwhile to note that the proposed online dispatching strategy has different behaviors compared with the following two
heuristics. Following considerable research interests that have focused on competitive analysis, an adversary model is compared to
the proposed model to highlight the importance of the dependencies. Two additional models are compared to WFA to highlight the
importance of the past configuration to be closed to optimal solution. WFA is also compared to the proposed lookahead model to
highlight the importance of the future information.

4.1.1. ADVERSARY Strategy
We modify the concept of “fraction of late arrival (Jagtenberg et al., 2015)” by modifying a diffuse adversary (Koutsoupias and

Papadimitriou, 2000). The adversary model chooses the input distribution D that are later than threshold response time among a
given class D of probability distributions. The third them in Eq. (2) is modified to focus on late arrivals than average perfor-
mance.

=V E wfa
E opt

( ) minmax [ ( )]
[ ( )]A D

D

D (3)

where the expectations are taken over all incident sequences weighted with the respective probability according to the probability
distribution D. Instead of choosing a worst possible input, the adversary picks a distribution D so that the expected performance of
the algorithm and the online optimum algorithm are as far apart as possible.

4.1.2. GREEDY Strategy
As demonstrated in Fig. 2, GREEDY is a well-known heuristic. It finds the nearest emergency vehicle to each request and moves it

while ignoring history. However, in the long term, GREEDY may not benefit from strategically placed emergency vehicles close to later
requests.

4.1.3. BALANCE strategy
Manasse et al. (1990) considers both distance and history in the balance algorithm (BALANCE) for the k-server problem. For each

server, BALANCE maintains the total distance it has moved since the start of the incident sequence. If next incident is not covered yet,
then BALANCE moves any vehicle that would have the smallest cumulative cost after moving. As indicated by its name, BALANCE tends to
use all of its servers equally.

4.2. Evaluation method

Let C ( )alg be the total cost incurred by ALG on , and C ( )opt be the minimum total cost on . We design an online algorithm that
never does much worse than the optimal offline solution. An online algorithm ALG is c-competitive if its performance is estimated to be
only a bounded number of times worse than that of OPT on any input with another constant a such that on every it holds:

× +C c C a( ) ( )alg opt (4)

Suppose that the adversary generates a total of n requests. We can apply this concept to Fig. 2:
+ ×greedy µ y z n µ x y( ) ( , ) ( 1) ( , ) and + ×opt µ x y µ y z( ) ( , ) 2 ( , ). As n can be made arbitrarily large, greedy ( ) is un-

bounded. Hence, there are no constants c and a such that × +greedy I c C I a( ) ( )opt on a sequence I, and so GREEDY is not competitive.

5. Network application of the lookahead model and a case study

Proposed dispatching strategies are applied in a real network to present dependency between emergencies and compared to test
performance whether the algorithm works well in practice. These models can be generalized across a range of transportation net-
works with properly trained and scaled model transitions. The over-fitting challenges comes from predicting future event prob-
abilities and service time. Scale of the model needs to be adjusted based on the available emergency vehicles, size of the network,
service times, and interval between a sequence of emergencies, different dispatching policies will need to be implemented.

Since the lookhead model depends on future emergency occurrences, the prediction error from heterogeneity of the incident data
and service time may decrease the credibility of the optimal decisions for dispatching emergency vehicles. Due to the low sample size,
estimating these parameters for reasonable identification and prediction are challenging (Khattak et al., 2009, 2012). For the current
paper, both predictions for secondary incidents and service time (Park and Haghani, 2016a; Park et al., 2018b; Park and Haghani,
2016a; Park et al., 2018b, 2016a) based on spatio-temporal identification method (Park and Haghani, 2016c; Waddell et al., 2019)
have presented a reliable performance. For the future studies, discounting factors and cost for future stages reward can be considered
(Park et al., 2018; Park, 2018).

This section focuses on a case study on corridor. The case study tests the proposed algorithms using the spatial distribution of
dependency (Park et al., 2018b). The corridor level is extended to a network level in Section 7.
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5.1. Case study

In this section, a real-world freeway operation is illustrated on three cases: (1) A moderate case that WFA behaves same as OPT and
outperforms current operation strategy. (2) An extreme case that WFA behaves more closer to OPT than other benchmark models. (3)
Improvement of lookahead model.

Current emergency operation during morning peak-hour on June 3rd, 2013 is analyzed (Fig. 4). Eleven incidents were non-
uniformly distributed, therefore different sequence of incidents would present different response times. Line after each incident
symbol indicates clearance times and red-shaded cell indicates traffic congestion. Five CHART units were patrolling between minor
incidents and emergencies.

Table 2 compares the current emergency strategy and proposed decision supporting system based on WFA. It is challenging for the
current operation to make a decision beforehand without all future information. Even though there were four units without any
concurrent emergency nearby, the response time ranges between 1 min and 18 min for emergencies (total 45 min). After clearing
request 6, CHART unit # 9405 was relocated in response to the patrolling plan or anticipation of future events. However, that
anticipated incident was far away from emergency request 9, which takes 18 min for unit # 9405 to come back and serve. Regardless
of an improvement of the current operation, if unit # 9405 stayed at exit 18 after the previous work, the response could be much
quicker.

In this real-world network, WFA identifies the best unit to respond the same as OPT that makes the choice of each assignment based
on the entire sequence of requests. It turns out that the solution of the previous step can provide a very good approximation for the
next step. Events that require an emergency response can range from a minor incident that does not have a direct impact on the travel
lane to a very major emergency that involves fatalities or hazardous material spills. The latter type of event may require faster
response because they have a profound impact on the operation of the surrounding transportation network. In our proposed model,
three units serve emergencies, and two units serve minor incidents, respectively. With fewer available units, WFA provides prompt
response with 33% reduction from current operation. If emergency 2 occurred at 5:30AM before unit # 9405 arrives at request 1, we
swap the order to consider assignment of two vehicles (unit # 9405 and # 9400). This example presents the importance of incident
sequence on assignment decisions.

On the same network, Fig. 5 presents a visualization of the algorithms on more extreme of emergency sequence. Table 3 shows a
potential scenario about how other decisions would influence the performance, at each time a request arrives. The goal is to explain
the experimental results intuitively in terms of the actual decisions taken by the algorithms and to provide insights on their dif-
ferences in behavior and solution quality. Suppose that the initial location of emergency vehicles is =s (11, 20, 31)0 , and sequence of
emergency requests is = (13, 25, 32, 27, 34, 31). The solutions (i.e., response times) obtained by four algorithms are 30 min (OPT),
60 min (GREEDY), 55 min (BALANCE), and 53 min (WFA) respectively. After the second request, algorithms began to have different

Fig. 4. One-day example of emergency operation in the real-world (June 3rd, 2013).
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performance. First, OPT serves the second request at exit 25 by vehicle 2, while other three algorithms serve the same request by
vehicle 3. Consequently, vehicle 3 takes 14 min to serve the third request from exit 25 (Fig. 5(b)), instead of taking just 3 min to serve
the same request from exit 31 (Fig. 5(a)). Another consequence of decisions from the past is that OPT serves the fourth request at exit
27 by vehicle 2 that was at exit 25 after serving the second request, which was significantly quicker (Fig. 5(c)). In Fig. 6(d), GREEDY

serves the fourth request at exit 27 by vehicle 3 that was the nearest neighbor. However, Fig. 5(f) shows that GREEDY was myopic
because BALANCE and WFA can serve the fifth request with much shorter response time (3 min). Fig. 5(h) shows BALANCE serves the last
request at exit 31 by vehicle 2 that is a little farther away than vehicle 3, to equally use responses. Note that WFA made the same
decisions as OPT (Fig. 6(c), (e), (g)), after fourth request =s (13, 27, 32, 27)4 .

Partial information of future enhances performance of the model. A different behavior is observed when OPT serves the second
request without knowing the next sequence of emergencies (Table 4). A blind OPT serves the second request by vehicle 3 (11 min)
faster than serving by vehicle 2 (12 min). As discussed in Table 3, this decision turned out to be poor when the third request arrives.
The consequence of this decision would become even worse if the third request arrives before clearance of the second request. This
delayed service by vehicle 3 causes the third emergency request to block the traffic flow longer without a proper incident man-
agement tool.

In the dynamic emergency nature, there are abrupt changes in the pattern of the request sequence. Conventional approaches
(Daneshgar et al., 2013; Mirchandani and Odoni, 1979) that assumed independent arrival times cannot justify the order of emergency
requests and may result in an extremely poor performance without adapting to these changes. Instead of the independency as-
sumption, an emergency may have an impact on the next one, a secondary incident (Khattak et al., 2012; Park and Haghani, 2016a).
We lookahead the potential location of next requests. Note that we can predict the future based on sequence of emergencies already
observed. For example, Fig. 6 presents the modification of the proposed WFA with look-ahead.

With some belief, we can modify the original decision of WFA to serve the second request by vehicle 2 (Fig. 6(a)). After this
improvement, lookahead-WFA works the same as OPT (Fig. 6(b)). Even though we face the third request before clearance of the second
request, the third request is served without any external delay. Note that previous studies assumed that travel time and busy time of
emergency vehicles are known in advance. However, in this study, this information is updated real-time.

We implement the lookahead-WFA with the sequence of emergency requests: = …x(13, 25, ). We make a decision to serve a
request under the best decisions to minimize the expected response time of third request with the information of the next emergency
location x ( = exit 25 ). Let =Pr x( | )D, , be the probability distribution of a secondary incident occurring at x after an emergency
at exit 25 (i.g., : collision with injuries, three involved vehicles, and two lanes blocked, : near an interchange area with severe
traffic congestions). Suppose the average of =Pr x( | )D, , with = exit 32 is estimated to be 0.3, then there is a 30% chance of
secondary incident at exit 32 under the circumstance. We will have other locations with the probability of secondary incidents. It
could greatly improve the performance of incident management especially when there is a significant likelihood of secondary in-
cidents on the transportation networks.

6. Scenario analysis of the lookahead model

Dispatching strategies are tested and compared in various scenarios in a real transportation network. The response time and

Table 2
Performance of current strategy and proposed model (June 3rd, 2013).

Requests Inputs Current operation Proposed model OPT = WFA

Vehicle Response time (min) Vehicle Response time (min)

Emergency
Request ID (Detect) 4 Units – 3 Units –

1 (5:30AM) # 9405* 1 # 9405 1
2 (5:53AM) # 9400* 5 # 9400 5
3 (6:19AM) # 9503 5 # 9503 5
4 (6:45AM) # 9405* 3 # 9405 3
7 (7:38AM) # 9401 13 # 9403 8
9 (8:00AM) # 9405* 18 # 9503 12

Total – 45 – 34

Minor Incident
Request ID (Detect) 3 Units - 2 Units –

5 (6:59AM) # 9439 1 # 9439 1
6 (7:31AM) # 9405* 1 # 9439 1
8 (7:45AM) # 9405* 1 # 9439 1

10 (8:18AM) # 9400* 1 # 9401 2
11 (8:39AM) # 9405* 1 # 9439 5

Total 5 10

1. Asterisks * indicate vehicles that served both emergencies and minor incidents.
2. Bold font indicates decrease and increase in response time with the proposed model.
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competitive ratio of proposed model (L-WFA) is compared to the adversary model that is modified in look-ahead dispatching setting.
As other studies assumed (Schmid, 2012), time-dependent temporal and spatial distribution function of request arrivals (i.e. for their
interarrival times and their corresponding location) are assumed to be available. However, the duration of time during which am-
bulance vehicles are assumed to be unavailable in previous study (Schmid, 2012). On the contrary, the duration of freeways
emergency vehicle is assumed to have a unique value associated with traffic condition and other factors (Park and Haghani, 2016a;
Park et al., 2016a). The expected incident duration is used in estimating availability of emergency vehicle in the next stage. The
available number of emergency vehicles are altered between two and three. As explained by Eq. (2), when the expected time of
current incident clearance is higher than expected interval time of next incident, emergency vehicle will be busy serving previous
request, thus we have two vehicles to choose.

Fig. 5. An illustration of response behavior of online dispatching strategies.
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Table 5 presents the response time on various hypothetical networks generated based on different network sizes. According to the
resulting average response time can be decreased to 4.1 min, which corresponds to at least a decrease of 15% on average with respect
to the benchmarks. Compare to ambulance allocation studies, the characteristic of freeway emergency response forces the network
size not very large. Most of the result of the proposed model and benchmarks were within 60 s. This is a reasonable computational

Table 3
Optimal strategies for six sequence of emergencies (I-695 sample scenario).

Emergency Original location Exit No. 1 2 3 4 5 6 Total

Exit 13 Exit 25 Exit 32 Exit 27 Exit 34 Exit 31

OPT

Vehicle 1 11 13 13 13 13 13 13 4 min
Vehicle 2 20 20 25 25 27 27 27 14 min
Vehicle 3 31 31 31 32 32 34 31 12 min

Cost – 4 min 12 min 3 min 2 min 3 min 6 min 30 min

GREEDY

Vehicle 1 11 13 13 13 13 13 13 4 min
Vehicle 2 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 0 min
Vehicle 3 31 31 25 32 27 34 31 56 min

Cost – 4 min 11 min 14 min 11 min 14 min 6 min 60 min

BALANCE

Vehicle 1 11 13 13 13 13 13 13 4 min
Vehicle 2 20 20 20 20 27 27 31 23 min
Vehicle 3 31 31 25 32 32 34 34 28 min

Cost – 4 min 11 min 14 min 15 min 3 min 8 min 55 min

WFA

Vehicle 1 11 13 13 13 13 13 13 4 min
Vehicle 2 20 20 20 20 27 27 27 15 min
Vehicle 3 31 31 25 32 32 34 31 34 min

Cost – 4 min 11 min 14 min 15 min 3 min 6 min 53 min

Bold texts indicate the decision of which vehicle was assigned to serve current emergency request.

Fig. 6. An illustration of look-ahead for modification of the model.

Table 4
Optimal strategies without knowing the future sequence of emergencies.

Emergency Original response Exit No. location 1 2 Total Cost
Exit 13 Exit 25

OPT

Vehicle 1 11 13 13 4 min
Vehicle 2 20 20 20 –
Vehicle 3 31 31 25 11 min

Cost – 4 min 11 min 15 min

Bold texts indicate the decision of which vehicle was assigned to serve current emergency request.
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time considering that dispatching solution should be quickly made.
Incidents on I-695 are grouped within 1.9-miles or 1.3-miles to generate total 17 nodes or 34 nodes respectively. Among total

1,981 incidents (e.g., disabled vehicles, crashes, etc.,) occurred between October 2012 and September 2013 (261 weekdays) during
morning peak hour (i.e., 6:30–9AM), major emergencies (crashes) are selected. Average 6 emergencies (6 stages) occur in each 150-
min following a distribution from the past. Note that Poisson distribution (Daneshgar et al., 2013; Mirchandani and Odoni, 1979)
applied to ambulance studies cannot represent dependency of the freeway network. In this study, the probability distribution of
interarrival times was estimated to have parameter t , which depends on the current time of the day t, with a global mean of 25 min.

Each location has an expected incident duration as a sum of response time and clearance time. For example, the exit 5 has average
clearance duration of 23.6 min as an input to the L-WFA. Average incident duration during the study period is 24.03 min with
coefficient of variation (0.47) that is the ratio of standard deviation to the mean. The variation present non-uniformly distributed
incident location and response operation of the network. The difference majorly comes from traffic condition and geometric features,
and most of incident duration studies assume that the data follows log-normal distribution. In this study, the expected duration of a
detected incident is predicted every time there is a request to estimate server availability of the model. For each segment of the
freeway, probe vehicles on traffic message channel represents travel time from historical data. The incident and probe vehicle data
are provided by the Regional Integrated Transportation Information System.

Each stage has a history of crash locations with expected probabilities. We assume that the random spatial sequence with his-
torical incident for each location at each time interval. Approximate random number generator was used to generate the sequence of
requests. Among all possible scenarios, 1000 random scenarios were sampled for 34 nodes and 500 scenarios were sampled for 17
nodes. We explore the frequency of emergency requests on these scenarios: uniform and non-uniform distribution. In the uniform
distribution setting, the probability of incidents in each location is evenly distributed, while non-uniform distribution some locations
has more frequent requests. Due to traffic conditions and geometric features of freeway, non-uniform distribution is more realistic on
freeway incident occurrences.

The TOC4 currently operates 5 emergency vehicles in the morning peak hour. We use 3 emergency vehicles for emergency
response purpose, assuming the other 2 back up will respond to minor incidents that are more frequent than crashes. we assume that
only vehicles currently idle and standing still are available for dispatching. After responding to 6 emergency requests, the emergency
vehicles can be relocated to optimal locations using the previously proposed models. In this study, we focus on dispatching policy
before relocation occurs. The initial location of emergency vehicles followed the current practice.

Note that our problem setting is in the real-time rolling horizon. The probabilities of secondary crashes and incident durations are
sequentially updated along with traffic condition in real time. After occurrence of an emergency, the updated traffic condition and
characteristic of the emergency are used in calculating future probability of emergencies and server availability.

The result of extensive test is given in Table 5. The proposed L-WFA outperforms benchmark policies for different network density
and emergency distribution. The performance of the L-WFA solution that attempts to minimize the average response time performs
better than ADVERSARY that attempts to minimize the fraction of late arrivals. ADVERSARY assumes that all crashes are independent and
distributes the probability of secondary crash to probability of independent crashes at other locations. A drawback of ADVERSARY was
presented (Jagtenberg et al., 2015) that this heuristic increases the average response time (up to 37%) as the main purpose of
dispatching ambulances is to save lives. As shown in study (Jagtenberg et al., 2015), fraction of late arrivals that focusing on worst
case would not lead to large improvements over GREEDY.

Without consideration of potential secondary crashes at the expected locations in L-WFA, the naïve policy in GREEDY and WFA

dispatches using emergency vehicle far away from the next expected request. A secondary incident is more likely to occur if the

Table 5
Performance of proposed models with three emergency vehicles.

Network size Distribution Proposed model Response time (min)

Average Min Max

Node 17 Uniform L-WFA 4.7 1.3 10.2
WFA 5.0 1.3 13.8
GREEDY 5.4 1.4 13.4
ADVERSARY 4.9 1.6 9.4

Non-uniform L-WFA 4.6 1.6 10.8
WFA 4.9 1.6 14.5
GREEDY 5.6 1.6 13.9
ADVERSARY 4.8 1.8 9.7

Node 34 Uniform L-WFA 4.1 0.7 9.8
WFA 4.9 0.7 13.3
GREEDY 5.3 0.7 13.1
ADVERSARY 4.8 0.8 9.0

Non-uniform L-WFA 4.2 0.8 10.8
WFA 4.8 0.8 14.5
GREEDY 5.6 0.8 13.8
ADVERSARY 4.7 0.9 9.3
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primary incident has a long duration (Khattak et al., 2012). This means that when a secondary incident occurs, it is more likely that
the previous emergency vehicle is busy serving the primary incident. This redistribution of probability will have discrepancy com-
pared to the real-world cases, and eventually increases the response time to potential secondary crash locations. L-WFA also response
to independent crashes, but with less probability that has been allocated to secondary crash probabilities.

When taking into account the state of the system (i.e. the situation from the incident clearance point of view and the number of
available emergency vehicles, as well as time dependent fluctuations in emergencies, travel time and the resulting changes in cov-
erage) one can improve the systems performance dramatically by using L-WFA. Especially, on a non-uniform distributed network,
performance of L-WFA and WFA outperforms GREEDY more than uniform distributed network. This is due to WFA that has more benefit of
learning historical behaviors by taking into account the configuration of past requests. Solution of WFA is more closed to OPT from
consideration the history, expected incident duration, and having dependency assumption. L-WFA has also the most benefit in denser
network with more nodes in the network by having more accurate response time with the same frequency of emergencies.

On these extreme scenarios, there are locations with more frequent crashes with secondary crashes. The difference in the
probability of different location is larger when we consider the dependency of the network. By predicting the available servers in the
next stage, we can avoid inefficient dispatching cases frequently. L-WFA model makes a decision by using all emergency vehicles all the
times. By following L-WFA, when an emergency vehicle is busy from previous work, the next request may need to wait until the
expected emergency becomes available. GREEDY will significantly increase the response time in the current and future time stages.
Therefore, a single incident rate, assuming no dependency between two incidents (Daneshgar et al., 2013) cannot successfully
dispatch appropriate units. This in line with previous study (Schmid, 2012) that the poor decision for the current emergency request
has bad impact on the capability of the systems to serve future requests.

Table 6 presents the competitiveness of the algorithms as the ratio between the cost incurred by the corresponding algorithm and
the optimal cost incurred by OPT. The effectiveness of an online algorithm is measured by its competitive ratio that defines the worst-
case ratio between its cost and that of a hypothetical off-line algorithm.

The trade-off between the worst case and average response time would provide good information. ADVERSARY with four emergency
vehicles (1.48) have 5% reduction in worst case response time compared to L-WFA (1.54). Note that ADVERSARY increase the average
response time by 18% compared to L-WFA. In reality, L-WFA will be more preferable to transportation authority because it provides
accurate dispatching solution with minimum response time. ADVERSARY would rather be preferred by ambulance dispatcher to max-
imize the patient survivability. As fewer vehicles are available, L-WFA outperforms compared to other benchmark algorithms. On
typical request sequence, L-WFA performs well with a small competitive ratio and its behavior can never be too catastrophic.

7. Server availability and network performance

The service time of each request is further considered in addition to the lookaehad model (L-WFA). When an emergency vehicle is
busy for serving the previous request, Lookahead Busy-server WFA (LB-WFA) is developed and tested in a grid network. This paper
focuses on integration of busy-server into the lookahead, but the shortest path algorithm (Haghani et al., 2004) can be applied to
emergency dispatching to consider traffic congestion effect of the network. The logic behind LB-WFA is explained with the re-
presentation of the algorithm, illustrative example, and performance test.

7.1. LB-WFA algorithm

As presented in Algorithm 1, L-WFA uses the summation of the previous configurations to predict the location of the next request. L-
WFA creates a “cost” at every point excluding the server’s location, finds every possible configuration by moving one server to every
point in space at a time, and calculates the cost of that movement, resulting a permutation of configurations. The configurations have
a work cost associated with the distance and the best configuration is chosen to respond to the current request and the next request.

Table 6
Competitive ratio of proposed model and benchmarks for non-uniform distributed network with 34 nodes.

Competitive Ratio Number of available emergency vehicles

2 Vehicles 3 Vehicles 4 Vehicles

C C/L wfa opt 1.97 1.73 1.54
C C/wfa opt 2.13 1.98 1.77
C C/greedy opt 2.98 2.79 2.37
C C/adversary opt 1.89 1.61 1.48
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Algorithm 1. L-WFA

/Step 1: Initialization/ Initialize the parameter of the algorithm;
set the values for k s n, , ;
calculate the euclidean distance between the points and set that as the space_pts;
generate the grid and the space in points space_pts = gen_grid(n);
generate the sequence of requests;
generate the initial configuration (servers should be in different locations from each other);
/Step 2: L-WFA/ set the parameters (space points, ecludian distance, initial configuration);
look-up index of requests points pt_idx = space_pts.index(pt);
expand work_cost array if full;
get a list of all current possible configs cur_confs = confs_dict[pt_idx];
if = =n 0 then
fori,conf in enumerate(cur_confs) do

calculate the work cost;
get the minimum value of the cost min_idx = work_cost[:,0].argmin();
set the best configuration best_conf = cur_confs[min_idx];

end for
else

get the list of the last iterations configurations;
generate the minimum cost path from previous to next configs;

end if
fori,conf in enumerate(last_confs)

find the permutation of the possible configurations by moving one server with a swap method;
forcost,perm in post_perm do

calculate the cost of the movement path_cost = work_cost[i n, 1]+cost;
if path_cost < path_dict[conf]

set path_dict[perm] = path_cost;
end if

end for
end for
fori,conf in enumerate(cur_confs) do

store the minimum path costs;
calculate the work function objective function obj_score = path_dict[conf] + sum(self.__conf_dist(self.prev_conf, conf) for conf in conf);
store the request;
store chosen configuration according to the work function algorithm;

end for
return the chosen configuration;
/Step 3: Plot
fori,req in enumerate(seq) do

give the results of the next configuration next_conf = L-WFA.serve(req);
store the request for plotting;
store the configuration for plotting;

end for

L-WFA with k 1 servers in Algorithm 2 prevents the server from moving after responding to a request at a location with expected
service time is longer than the interval of requests. In Algorithm 2, the responding server is moved to a temporary variable and
removed from the configuration. Another server will respond to the next request and the captured server will be available afterwards.
The process is repeated until s-requests are completed.

Algorithm 2. L-WFA with k 1 servers

/Step 1: Initialization/
set the parameters for WFA;
/Step 2:/
fori,req in enumerate(seq) do ifi!=0 then

set parameters for WFA;
end if
ifif temp!=[] and next_conf!=[] then

set the request for L-WFA next_conf = L-WFA.serve(req);
store the request and configs;
add the server that was busy back to the configuration next_conf.append(temp);
Step 3:/
whilej<len(next_conf) do

ifif next_conf[j]==req then
store the server into a temporary variable temp = next_conf[j]
remove the server from next_conf[j]

end if
set j j+=1;
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end while
set j j = 0;
Step 4:/
set parameters for L-WFA;

else
give the results of the next configuration next_conf = L-WFA.serve(req);
store the request for plotting;
store the configuration for plotting;

end if
ifi==0 then

set j j = 0;
repeat Step 3;

end if
end for

Previous k 1 server algorithm (Bein et al., 2005) presented that once a server moves to serve a request, it must wait for one
round to move again, but could serve a repeated request to the same point. In our paper, we add lookahead scheme and develop two-
dimensional capture points (e.g., longitude and latitude) to explain location-specific incident duration (Park et al., 2016a) differ-
entiated by historical occurrences, geographical, and responses of emergencies.L-WFA with k 1 server capture-points in Algorithm 3
captures the server when responding to a request in a certain location and each capture point have a timer until that server is
available. Similar to the Algorithm 2, a queue is created for the captured servers and released after a certain time that is created for
each capture-point.

Algorithm 3. L-WFA with k 1 server capture points

/Step 1: Initialization/
set the parameters for L-WFA;
set random capture time between 1–5 with size = =n pt random size n, (1, 5, )
/Step 2:/
fori,req in enumerate(seq) do
ifi!=0 then

set parameters for WFA (space_pts,d_euc,next_conf,1);
give the results of the next configuration next_conf = WFA.serve(req)
store the request for plotting
store the configuration for plotting

end if
whilej<len(next_conf) do
fors in range(0,p) do

server is captured iff the request is in the same location as one of the capture points and next_conf is not empty
ifnext_conf[j]==req and next_conf[j] == prison[s] and next_conf!=()

store the server into a temporary array temp = next_conf[j]
remove that server from the configuration
get index in the grid where the prison cell is located
start the capture time for that server
break

end if
set j j+ = 1;

end for
end while
set j j = 0;
fort in range of len(temp) do
ifcapture time = i and len(next_conf) < k then

add the server back into the next_conf next_conf.append(temp[t]])
end if

end for
ifnext_config is empty due to all the servers captured then

add the server that was captured the longest to next_conf
end if
end for

The swap module generates a list of ordered permutations by moving one server and removing one of the elements giving a
possible configuration for the server to move to the request. The server moves from point-to-point until it has reached the request
location and then compares each permutation to find the least distance and cost to move the server.

The program begins by setting the parameters for grid points, distance between each point, and the initial configuration (location
of the servers). The request is sent to the server module as a point in space (e.g., request #1 is at location (0,0)). The request location
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is sent to the configuration distance module to find the minimum bipartite matching-distance between the configurations by index.
The server module then finds all the configurations that are possible by moving one server at a time to the request and also find the
cost of moving that server point-to-point. Afterwards LB-WFA is calculated to find the best configuration for a server to attend to the
request.

The user can define the grid size ( ×n n), number of servers (k), number of requests (s), and number of capture points (p). Fig. 7(a)
shows the location of servers, capture points, and a request. Fig. 7(b) presents the best configuration, in this case the server at the
bottom-center responded to the server while the other servers wait for the nest request.

We test LB-WFA with various examples in a grid network with different settings. Let x x( , )i f be the initial and final x-grid com-
ponents, y y( , )i f be the initial and final y-grid components, n n,x y be the number of points along the x-axis and y-axis, and x y,i i be the
iteration variables. The grid-points are generated by
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= =
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For illustrative example, we set parameters to be = = = = = =n n x x y y3, 3, 0, 1, 1x y s f s f . The program scales the grid to ×1 1
grid and each point in space is calculated by the Euclidean distance.

In each algorithm, Step 1 can adapt to a proper scale by changing the setting for the grid as following:

• Set =x 10f and =y 10f , or the number you set for n

• Set the axis for the draw configuration and request + +ax axis n n. ([ 0.1, .1, 0.1, .1])

For example, LB-WFA make a decision for current request (Fig. 8(a)) considering the scenario when a server is captured (Fig. 8(b)),
with next request (Fig. 8(c)) and next response (Fig. 8(d)). The supplemental video file presents the whole process of emergency
response.

We assume that any cell more than 15 min of a request interval will capture a server. In Table 7, different number of servers
=k K {2, 3, 4, 5}, size of the network × =n n N {5, 10}, capture cells =p P {5, 15}, a sequence of requests =s S {5, 10, 15}

presents the CPU time (sec), total cost, and total capture time. In ×10 10 size network, having more than 4 servers presents cpu time
longer than one minute. In the future study, each strategy can be distributed to multiple cores and this parallel computing strategy
will reduce the memory usage. We extended the open-source WFA code (https://github.com/adfriedm/WorkFunctionAlgorithm) for
image and video illustration by incorporating lookahead embed in every stage and serving time as capture points.

8. Conclusion and future research directions

In this paper, a resource allocation decision for the current emergency has to made before the next emergency occurs. Due to the
belief that emergencies on a transportation network may occur at unpredictable locations at unpredictable times, deciding which
emergency vehicle to dispatch is an inherently online problem. Response requests arrive bit-by-bit and a sequence of dispatch
decisions has to be made without perfect knowledge about the future incidents. The proposed algorithm based on dynamic pro-
gramming presents better performance than current operation and other benchmark. It identifies the best unit to respond in the real-
world operation, and its performance is close to optimal offline solution. We enhance the solution with a look-ahead to the next stage
emergency.

Fig. 7. An example of a moving to a in a network with .
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In the future, we may decide to assign more than one vehicle to reduce expected clearance time. Reducing clearance time is also
important, because the time to serve an incident is relatively large compared to the time to approach (response) the incident (Larson,
1974).

The introduced k-server problem has many applications in network modeling when we have a sequence of requests served by k-
servers. For example, the k-server problem can be reduced to computing the minimal-cost maximal flow on a suitable constructed
network (Chrobak and Larmore, 1991). Better competitive ratio can persuade dispatchers to use our algorithm. The proposed al-
gorithm can be improved to accommodate asymmetry of emergency response service systems on arterial networks or considering
rationality of travelers (Waddell et al., 2019). However, complexity of the model will increase, and the network will not have an
advantage of using metric space.
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Appendix A. Supplementary material

Supplementary data associated with this article can be found, in the online version, at https://doi.org/10.1016/j.trc.2019.09.016.
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